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Posten Norge is one of the largest postal and logistics companies in
the Nordics and an important part of Norway's infrastructure

– for the Norwegian
people

12,330
46
1,687

– for business customers
in the Nordic region

15,021 employees
259

699 outside the Nordic region

Operates in 14 countries
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Norway: a challenging geography and demography (and climate)
for mail distribution
Figure 1 Population density (inhabitants/km²) by NUTS 2 region
Delivery Services – Mail Segment














Population
Letter boxes
Geography (distance N/S)
Net FTE/Employees
Delivery Routes
Delivery days a week
Yearly distance
mile mail)
Volumes delivered (2018)

5.1m
2.4m
2,600 km
5,000
3,200
5
50m km (last

–
–

Addressed Mail
Unaddressed Mail

0.6bn
1.0bn

–

Parcels

50+m

Sorting Centres
Post offices
Business Centres
Post in Shop

3
30
21
1320
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Map source: http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained

In Digitalization the Nordic region is frontrunner in Europe

Iceland

Source:https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/scoreboard
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… means substantial decline in letter mail volumes in the Nordics
”2001=100”

NO, SE, FI, DK: 45-80% drop
in the period 2001-2017.
Iceland: volumes down 59%
NO: currently 12% yearly drop
(2018-2019)

Sources: Quarterly and annual reports, IPC, Posti
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Digitalisation drives market demand away from today’s universal postal service (USO).
- USO must be redefined

Volume development for letter items, small packets and newspapers
1999-2025. Posten Norge (million items)

Expected average number of distributions per
household per week

2019: THREE LETTERS A WEEK

2022: TWO LETTERS A WEEK

Source: Posten Norge AS

Approx. 95 % of remaining letter mail volume will most likely be digitalised over time.
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Recap om main regulatory developments: 20 years of adapting the USO to
changing market conditions – in close collaboration with the unions

2000

2010

2016

2012

BANK SERVICE
FROM POST OFFICES FEWER AND LARGER
LETTER TERMINALS OBLIGATION REMOVED
TO POST IN SHOPS
(POST OFFICES/SHOPS)

FROM SIX TO FIVE DAYS
OF DELIVERY

2016
2018

2018
2020

FROM TWO TO ONE
MAIL STREAM

ALTERNATE DAYS
DELIVERY

?

MORE
FLEXIBILITY

Day to day efficiency improvements
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Reduced delivery frequency will be introduced by splitting distribution areas in two,
each with alternating days delivery
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– Recipients will have mail delivered in the letter box every other day
(illustrated below)
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– Standard delivery time for mail will change from D+2 to D+3. However, a
share of the mail volume will be delivered D+2

6
12

14

8

11
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– All fulltime postmen will cover two delivery routes. Thus, the staff needed
will in principle be reduced by 50%.
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Illustration of postal delivery routes in an area



Area A = routes 1 – 10 (in black)
Area B = routes 11 – 20 (in red)
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Customer needs and market demand is becoming much more diversified –
the basic service can be supplemented to serve special needs
• Recipients want flexibility and optional delivery points. They
can buy various services, e.g.:
Home delivery

• Rent a P.O.Box with mail delivery 5 days a week

• Additional home delivery services
• Paid by the recipient, by the municipality or others

Parcel machines
Delivered as you want

• Ongoing public tender for distribution of printed newspapers in
rural areas (with no alternative newspaper distribution)
Digital mail

Post in shop/Post
office

• The solution will be implemented in parallel with the
transition by Posten to letter mail distribution every other
day (alternate days) as of July 2020
• Supplementary delivery of Unaddressed mail every Sunday
night and Monday to meet this very specific market preference.

Post boxes
Mail box

Supplementary
delivery
routes

People want access to a postal network, but also freedom of choice and not necessarily a fixed delivery
frequency to their mailbox. Norway Post develops new services to let people have their letters and
parcels/packets delivered the way they like.
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Comment on competition
regulation and USO
sustainability

• Actively encouraging competition,
including access regulation, will in
some markets be incompatible with
securing a financially sustainable
universal service provision
• European postal regulation should
respect the principle of subsidiarity

• Postal operators must adjust and
innovate to respond to
digitazation in a profitable way
• Political unwillingness to finance
services which do not comply with
customer needs
• Regional/national differences
within the EU/EEA means there is
no «one size fits all»-USO
• Everyone should have the right to
be connected to the postal
network
• Operational requirements such as
means of delivery (i.a. to
individual mailboxes), frequency
of delivery (x days per week) and
exceptions, should be left to each
Member State to define,
according to customer needs and
market conditions in their
country.
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"We make everyday life simpler and the world smaller".
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